
Protecting your crews, adjacent properties and the general public is 
essential when working at height. Spider Sentry Perimeter Netting 
provides perimeter fall protection for workers as well as debris 
containment for the environment below.
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Spider Sentry™
Perimeter Netting

› High tensile synthetic diamond mesh nets 
are designed to meet the most rigorous 
construction demands and withstand 
normal wear and ultraviolet degradation

› Complete line of strong yet lightweight 
hardware is easy to transport and install

› Quick turnaround due to readily available 
inventory in a range of standard sizes

› Customizable to virtually any size 
and configuration for unique and 
challenging applications

› Compliant with OSHA 1926.105, 1926.501 
and 1926.502, and ANSI/ASSE A10.11-
2010 (R2016) and A10.37-2016.



 Personnel Safety Net PSNL
› Style: Knotted nylon 

twine, bonded
› Cord diameter: #120 (5 mm)
› Mesh size:  

3½ in. (90 mm) bar  
7 in. (180 mm) stretched

Standard Spider Sentry Components
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Since 1947, Spider has led the suspended powered access industry with innovative solutions to 
commercial construction, elevator, infrastructure, power generation, offshore and wind energy 
markets throughout the Americas. With highly specialized design expertise, fully integrated 
manufacturing and engineering, ISO 9001:2015 certification, and a national network of sales, service 
and 24/7 technical support capabilities, Spider provides the most reliable, turnkey access solutions 
inspired by customer input.
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 Standard panel sizes are available in stock, and custom designs 
can be engineered to your unique dimensions and specifications. 
Contact Spider for a quote.    

 Debris Liner

Standard
› ⅛" Knitted Polyethylene
› 70% Opacity

Optional
› ¹⁄16" Knitted Polyethylene
› 85% Opacity

Optional
› ⅜" Knitted Polyester

 Installation
Whether suspending nets to protect open 
areas or mounting nets on perimeter poles 
that can be relocated to different levels on 
the structure as your project progresses, 
Spider will work with you to determine the 
best installation method for your jobsite. 

Various hardware mounting options ensure your Spider 
Sentry Perimeter Netting will work on virtually any structure:
› Standard mounting bracket assembly
› Slab bracket assembly
› Column mount

› Mesh break: 1145 lbf (5.1 kN)
› Drop test: 17,500 ft-lb (23,730 

N-m), ANSI A10.11
› Weight: 11 oz / sq yd
› UV: Extra UV stabilizers added
› Color: black


